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Viewpoint

Consultation time — time for a change? Still the ‘perfunctory work … of perfunctory men!’1

The current debate in general practice revolves around the issue of quality. This has focused
on areas such as education, training, and revalidation. The consultation — the cornerstone of
medicine — has been largely ignored.

The nature of general practice has changed. GPs are increasingly caring for patients who had
previously been cared for by our hospital colleagues, and this shift of workload will continue.
Many of the presenting symptoms in general practice are vague: fatigue, weight loss, etc, and
require a detailed history and examination to reach a diagnosis. The number of investigations
and treatments continues to flourish. The emergence of clinical governance will involve the
explicit demonstration and documentation of quality of care. Patients are more litigious and
less forgiving. Stott and Davis2 wrote of the ‘exceptional potential in each primary care
consultation’. GPs need to perform more ‘tasks’ within the consultation apart from dealing
solely with the presenting problem. This includes a discussion of the problem and
management plan as well as health screening and education.

The above factors will have an impact on consultation times. Will we be able to make full
use of the consultation?

The average consultation time of 8.4 minutes (1992/1993) is short by international standards
(Sweden has an average time of 21 minutes). There is already evidence that ‘longer’
consultations (greater than five minutes) are beneficial to both the patient and the GP. Such
consultations identified more problems, which led to greater patient satisfaction.3 A ten-
minute consultation allowed better explanation of the patient’s problems, management plan,
and health education advice.4 Howie and colleagues have demonstrated that such
consultations deal with more of the patient’s psychological and long-term problems.
Ridsdale5 found that ‘longer’ consultations allowed patients to ask more questions and more
fully express their own ideas. In addition, Wilson6 concluded that a ten-minute consultation
reduced stress for the GP.

Clearly, the evidence strongly favours a ten-minute consultation and we should move
towards this as the standard. This is not meant to be a proscriptive. Individual GPs should be
able to consult at shorter times if they choose to, and shorter consultations may be
appropriate for specific situations, but not as the norm. Of course, change can be difficult and
some GPs may feel that this is ‘pie in the sky’. However, if we do not aim for the skies then
we shall never get off the ground. Let us take heart from the dramatic changes in junior
doctors’ hours as well as our own out-of-hours arrangements, both of which would have been
unthinkable previously. We have the evidence; do we have the will for change?

The debate involving quality, standards, and revalidation have given all GPs a golden
opportunity to improve their working conditions. Your views can be passed to the College via
the facuties. Clinical governance and Primary Care Groups offer another route to raise the
issue of quality and consultation length — and this opportunity should not be missed.

As we approach the new millennium, let us make full use of the vast potential that lies within
each consultation. Let us have the time to do what we are trained for — that is, to provide a
first class service for our patients. Let us resolve to make the ten-minute consultation the
norm for general practice.

Nayan C Shah
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The programme for the 4th National
Conference on ‘Managing Drug Users in
General Practice’ held in London in April,
was as varied and interesting as one has
come to expect from this now annual event.

Entitled ‘A time of change — has anything
changed?’, the day generated many
questions and some answers. The main
platform was shared by GPs, service users,
representatives of the UK Anti-Drugs
Campaign and the Department of Health,
pharmacists, and drug workers. Participants
could choose from such diverse workshops
as ‘chasing the dragon’, alternative
therapies, hepatitis C, dual diagnosis,
anabolic steroid use, shared care,
benzodiazepine prescribing, training in
primary care, and using significant others in
treatment. It’s clear that there is a great deal
happening at national and local level. What
isn’t yet clear is how much change will be
achieved, and how welcome some of these
changes will be to doctors and drug users.

Given the timely publication, in the week
before the conference, of the new
Department of Health guidelines on clinical
management of drug misuse and
dependence, these were keenly discussed.
The conference generally welcomed them,
particularly the recognition that it is the
responsibility of all doctors to treat drug
users. However, concerns were expressed
about some recommendations, including the
failure to fully identify the effectiveness of
treatments other than oral methadone.
Clearly, there needs to be ongoing
discussion of the guidelines in the local
arena and further exploration of the
appropriateness and feasibility of
recommendations such as the supervised
consumption of daily methadone doses in
community pharmacies, and establishing a
role for the new kind of GP described as a
‘specialized generalist’.

It was good news to hear that DoH funding
has now been made available to set up a

support network for primary care
professionals working with drug users. The
initiative and development work for this
project arose from a previous conference;
the achievement of the network was
therefore especially welcomed. It will be set
up under the auspices of the Substance
Misuse Advisory Service, and should be a
valuable resource to help share experience,
promote effective practice and encourage
the establishment of shared care schemes to
support GPs who look after drug using
patients.

We’re familiar with ‘New Labour’, now
comes the ‘New BMA’ — in this case the
British Methadone Alliance, which had a
prominent presence at the conference. This
new organization has been set up to support
people receiving prescribed drugs for
treatment of their dependency and to ensure
they have an authoritative voice which is
heard in debates about prescribing policy
and wider strategy issues. Encouraging
public participation in health care decision-
making and encouraging health services to
be responsive to the needs of users is
definitely flavour of the year with this
government. The new BMA offers a
challenge to us all — can we as
professionals really listen to the people that
our services are for, and change?

As in previous years, this conference was
bulging at the seams, with many
disappointed applicants unable to get a
place. And as usual there simply wasn’t
enough time in the day just to talk to other
delegates and share ideas and experiences in
an informal way. Next year’s conference
will be in Leeds. Perhaps it needs to expand
into a bigger affair over two days — but
book early anyway to avoid disappointment!

Contact numbers:
For the GP network — Substance Misuse
Advisory Service: 0171 881 9255
British Methadone Alliance: 0181 374 2443

Berry Beaumont

In May 2002, the MDDUS is celebrating
its centenary. As part of the celebrations it
is compiling and publishing a medico-
legal history, which will trace the
development of the Union throughout the
period. It will inevitably encompass all
aspects of medical legislation and
litigation within the UK during this time
which, in the past 30 years, has seen
major activity in the medicolegal field. It
will be looking at this and the principal
medicolegal milestones over the past
century, to interweave with the passage of
its own history.

The history will not simply be one of
medicolegal statistics and landmark
judgements. It will reflect the progress of

medicine, its perspectives, human
dimensions, and the steady encroachment
of law and ethics into its practice. In
addition, its coincidence with the start of
the millennium will benchmark its
contents at such a time.

I would therefore like to invite anyone
who might wish to contribute to this
project the opportunity of contacting me,
with either anecdotal or written
contributions. I shall be delighted to
discuss the matter further.

In the first instance I can be contacted by
telephone on 0141 221 5858, or by e-mail
on nmuir@mddus.com

Norman Muir Editor, MDDUS

The Medical and Dental Defence Union of Scotland Centenary

Managing Drug Users in General Practice Conference
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British Journal of General Practice
Journal Citation Report

Journal citation reports (JCR) are
published annually. The 1997 figures for
the British Journal of General Practice
are as follows:

JCR figures are to be used with caution.
Only original research and review articles
are cited. (Editorials, letters, news items,
and meeting abstracts are not included.)
Satisfactory citation performance does
not necessarily a good journal make.

Figures for 1998 become available at the
end of this year. We shall report them at
that time, together with a fuller
commentary. We also intend to publish an
analysis of the BJGP’s performance in
handling submitted papers.

Alec Logan
Deputy Editor

Citations 1,447
Impact factor 2.009
Immediacy index 0.923
1997 articles 130

Eric Gambrill Memorial Travel
Fellowships 1999
Following an invitation for applications to
the Eric Gambrill Memorial Fund,
published in the January issue of the
Journal, the Board of Trustees are pleased
to announce that the first awards of two
Travelling Fellowships, each of £2000,
have been made to the following sucessful
applicants:

Dr Ann McPherson (Oxford), for a study
of adolescent health in the USA, starting
October 1999.

Dr Ian Cunliffe (Guildford), for a project
in Uganda, starting June 1999.

It is hoped that these awards will be
presented at the AGM of the South West
Thames Faculty on Sunday 7 November.
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The 400th anniversary of an august medical
establishment could well be an occasion for
discussing exactly how dry dust can be. But
the Royal College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Glasgow took a chance on
‘Medicine and Literature’ as the topic to
celebrate their quarcentenary. All attending
were rewarded with two days of superb
lectures, excellent debate, and friendly
conversation. 

It is hard to single out particular speakers for
praise, as the overall standard was so high.
Glasgow GP Benny Sweeny started
proceedings with a discussion of ‘The
Doctor as Writer’. This excellent talk alone
would have convinced the most ardent
sceptic that humanities have a vital role in
medicine. Bruce Charlton from Newcastle
persuasively argued for the return of the case
report to medical discourse making me, for
one, look at the whole process of research
anew. He also managed to reduce the more
reactionary audience members to an
entertainingly foaming rage. 

Michael O’Donnell was a definite crowd
pleaser, making an impassioned call for
clear language in medical journals, and
Professor Roy Porter finished the
conference with a hilarious discussion of the
dangers of reading. But you may as well
finish reading this review before you kick
the habit!

It says volumes about the quality of
contributors than I can afford not to mention
that both Kenneth Calman and Roger
Bannister were there too. Speakers didn’t
just parade edifying doctors’ portraits for
our amusement. Time after time the effect
that an understanding of literature could

have on the reflective doctor’s practice was 
emphasized. Lecture after lecture underlined
the tremendous human and intellectual
depth of what we do. Michael O’Donnell’s
description of how we have moved from
‘mystical certainty to scientific uncertainty’
perfectly encapsulates the need for the
modern doctor to be not only evidence-
based but also to see the limits of the
reductive approach. 

Along the way, Richard Smith, editor of the
BMJ, admitted that ‘Medical journals are
completely and utterly useless’, while
Richard Horton, editor of the Lancet,
unwisely offered to write a £100 cheque for
anyone who could identify Charles Pearce,
originator of the randomized controlled trial.
GP Brian Hurwitz certainly proved the
active arm of that trial! More important than
the contribution of any single speaker was
the enormously positive atmosphere of the
proceedings. During coffee breaks the
magnificent college building hummed with
excited conversation. Most startling was the
sight of no less than two lecture theatres full
of engaged and enthusiastic delegates. There
were happy doctors everywhere! Now who
would believe a modern medical novel that
used that as a plot device?

The RCPSG deserves enormous credit for
the organization of this conference. The
college greeted delegates with admirable
warmth and hospitality, even arranging for
two days of Glaswegian sunshine (and a late
start the morning after the course dinner).
That a four hundred-year-old institution has
the vibrancy to produce a meeting of this
kind says a lot about the enduring nature of
our profession. I’m booking tickets for the
800th anniversary now — that really should
be a bash! 

Wayne Lewis

All Royal Colleges, according to
Richard Smith of the BMJ, have
their own unique characteristics.
The Royal College of Surgeons
(of London) “is a Doric temple,
decorated by the busts of what
look like classical gods but
which, on closer inspection,
transpire to be mere surgeons.”
The Royal College of Physicians
and Surgeons of Glasgow has
the best paintings. And the
Royal College of General
Practitioners ... “is like a
Blackpool boarding house:
slightly shabby, with a powerful
smell of bacon, frying. Then
someone hands you a gigantic
gin ... ” 

AL

Medicine and Literature
A conference to celebrate the 400th anniversary of the 
Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow

Lancet filleted 
in Glaswegian 
RCT/GP/£100 cheque 
shocker!!!



We reprint a personal view from our March issue,
originally entitled ‘An occupational peregrination
into my future’, from which a section of text had
been inadvertently omitted. We apologise to
readers, and to Dr Albert, for the original error.

When do you think you’ll retire then? A not
uncommon question to be offered in lieu of
more sensational gossip, humorous chit chat, or
just plain lurid conversation at coffee time. But I
am only thirty. I suspect an ordinary sort of
answer was expected ... “I think 55 if I can afford
it”, or “Me? I’ll work till I drop”. Not that the
latter would have been believed for an instant.

Instead, I suffered one of my frequent attacks of
verbal diarrhoea and poured forth an informal
exegesis based on Chris Handy’s ideas wrung
from his Empty Raincoat.1 “You see,” I began,
“the concept of retirement is an inappropriate
paradigm within which to discuss my future.”
This one sentence sent a receptionist scurrying
to the front desk and facilitated our dispensers
in dozing off in the corner. I won’t just be
working full time one minute ... and then doing
nothing the next. I’ll maybe wind down slowly,
change direction a bit ... I don’t know exactly ...
go on more expeditions ... a bit of voluntary
work ... do a bit here and there to top up my
pension. I’m not really worried. I’ll come up
with something. That’s the easy bit.

Now is an easy bit too. I’ve got this great job.
I’m a Higher Professional Training Fellow in
General Practice. (Why is it that every time I
type the word ‘professional’my fingers execute
an unsolicited juxtaposition of letters which
produces the word ‘professioanal’? Some sort
of Latin teacher who talks out of his bottom? Is
there a subconscious link?) I am a guinea pig
for an embryonic experiment by the Scottish
Council for Postgraduate Medical and Dental
Education. And since, unlike those university
departments that deal with the biochemical and
physiological sciences, SCPMDE actually pay
their guinea pigs, that’s fine by me. The great
plan was to select and groom future leadersfor
general practice. I keep quiet about this among
my immediate colleagues, or at least quickly
gloss over it in an impersonal fashion that
somehow dissociates ‘me’from ‘future leader’.
Sometimes we just snigger about it; that’s an
easy way to deal with it. Disarm the concept by
laughing at it.

Nevertheless, I have almost finished my
Masters degree in Primary Care. My grooming
has taken me from the theories of management,
creativity, and change into large boardrooms
with inadequate lunches and grey-haired men.
To my naïve disbelief they behave just as my
textbooks say they shouldn’t. I have been
schooled in innovation and problem solving
and then set forth to wrestle money out of the
Scottish Office and Enterprise Companies,
where political rhetoric disguises stagnation,
restraint, and incompetence. Recently we had
our local non-principals group meeting. There
were only two of us, and for the first time ever
in the Cairngorms I saw my companion
outlined against a clear blue sky kicking up
plumes of powder from the backs of his skis.

The West Wall was virgin powder and we
agreed that local locum rates would need to rise
in parallel with the increase in cost of a
Cairngorm ski pass. Now that is progress.

In The Fifth Discipline,2 Peter Senge suggests
that if you scratch the surface of most cynics
you will find a frustrated idealist — someone
who had made the mistake of converting his
ideals into expectations. Sounds like me. So
now for the difficult bit. How do I connect
‘now’ to the twilight of my professional life?
My own ideals have been given a boost by my
skill acquisition and experience over the past 18
months. I feel as if I am in a sort of double bind.
If I keep my ideals they will be further frustrated
by the machinery and reality of the NHS; an
ailing cash limited phenomenon where,
paradoxically, the productive and quality
conscious worker may cost more than his
lethargic counterpart. A complete polarization
from the business world from whence so many
of our current notions have travelled. If I drop
my expectations I frustrate myself by working
as a relatively incompetent cog in a monolithic
machine. What sort of leaderis that?

Perhaps I have been given permission from on
high to speculate more creatively. In a recent
editorial in the BMJ,3 Richard Smith proposed
a mechanism by which the NHS as we know it
might wind up. The middle classes will lose
confidence in the NHS as a result of problems
with quality and access. We are already seeing
this happening; ordinary people shelling out
from their hard earned savings ‘to go private’
for a CT scan or a cataract operation. We may
end up with “a three-tier system that offers high
quality, fee-for-service care to the very rich,
insurance-based managed care to the
expanding middle class, and rough and ready
care for the poor.” One of the paradoxes of
modern medicine is that the rich will almost
certainly be paying for technologically based
medicine — procedures and investigations that
in themselves cause psychological and physical
morbidity without any tangible improvement
in health. Our local gastroenterologist says that
if he can’t make a diagnosis from the history
then the endoscope rarely helps. But he too is
caught in a double bind of culture and
expectation and has to turn up to his open
access endoscopy clinics knowing that much of
what he is doing is futile.

Richard Smith’s editorial ends with an
optimistic note. “The best health care system in
the world ... will not be one that provides for
everybody but rather one that determines what
society wants to spend on health care and then
provides explicitly limited evidence-based
services in a humane and open way without
asking the impossible from its staff.” He is, of
course, right to say this. But come on ... it is
even less likely to happen than Scotland
winning the World Cup. The politicians
wouldn’t dare float it before the public unless
they happened to be on a mission to lose the
next election (maybe we could sell it to
William Hague ... ). Public opinion would
fragment; some would just go private to get

what they wanted, some would complain
justifiably that they had paid their stamp all
their working lives and were entitled to the best
from the state. Some would fail to grasp the
arguments behind the concept; indeed, for the
layman they would be as difficult to believe as
they would be to understand. Do the public
know that “hospitals are dangerous places ...
most medical treatments only achieve marginal
benefit and many don’t work at all, and that
there are better ways to spend money than on
more health care technology”?3 Many would
be as submissive as lambs to the proverbial
slaughter, shrugging in a manner of learned
helplessness which is the inevitable result of
being swept along by cultural and economic
changes whose forces appear to be independent
of individual will.

The medical profession would hardly pave the
way for this either. There are far too many
vested interests. Too many careers built on
hitherto unquestioned high tech gadgetry and
esoteric research. Even my friendly
gastroenterologist has a family to feed. We have
created the monster, we depend upon it and we
have proselytized among the masses who have
now themselves become fundamentalists. We
live in a consumer-led, fashion-driven society,
which is addicted to health care. I am not
prepared to be a medical King Cnut.

What about those noble concepts of social
medicine, equitably free at the point of
delivery? They are now an illusion. A powerful
illusion, but a divisive one which represses
quality. Inevitably, it seems, to retain my ideals
and expectations, I must lead a small, flexible
organization. I’m not yet sure what it will do,
but it will need clearly defined boundaries. It
must have a philosophy that strives for quality
and change and is responsive to customers’
needs. It needs to have the financial freedom to
reward excellence in staff and benefit from its
own efficiencies. It needs to be free of
traditional hierarchies and bureacracy. It must
be ably to exist independently of party politics.
Therefore it cannot be part of the NHS. It must
be privately funded. It must be financially
viable. It is with some sadness that I come to
this conclusion. I am not quite ready for this
route yet. And I am not altogether sure that I
actually want to go down it.

So what will I do when my fellowship runs out?
How will I repay my training and prepare to be
a leader? Well, I’m disappearing to work part-
time in Tasmania. Why? Am I guilty of
occupational onanism or will I justify it by
studying their health care system, ready to bring
back the best of their ideas? Nothing of the sort.
It is just that I am dead keen to sail to Antarctica.

Edi Albert
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Remembrance of Things Past 
Marcel Proust (trans. C K Scott
Moncrieff and Terence Kilmartin.) 
[3 vol set.] London: Penguin, 1981.

Six Doctors in Literature 
Number 6: Dr Cottard from Remembrance of Things Past, by Marcel Proust

Among the 3300 pages of his masterpiece, Proust finds a place for one of the most
memorable doctors in literature. However, Dr Cottard is just a minor character, present in
scenes showing upper and middle class French life at the turn of the last century. 

He is from the provinces, with little money and no social influence. Despite this he has a
dogged determination to become a respected member of society. At first, Dr Cottard is part
of the Verdurins’ salon, a ‘little clan’ only just fashionable. He is accepted as ‘a brilliant
diagnostician’ but is essentially there to make up the numbers. 

The Verdurins’ ‘little clan’ sees the torrid love affair between Charles Swann and Odette de
Crecy, dominating the first part of the book. Swann and Odette are immensely fashionable,
but find they can more easily pursue a scandalous romance in the Verdurins’ salon than
among more established society. This circle becomes the scene of immense passion and
sensibility. Dr Cottard is quite unable to appreciate any of it, in particular failing to
comprehend a sonata that becomes the ‘theme’ of Swann’s and Odette’s passion. 

His literal-mindedness is the subject of much subtle social mockery. He overhears Swann,
who is from the very highest tier of French society, say that he is lunching at the Elyseé
palace with the President. Cottard is incredulous:

“What’s that you say? M. Grevy? You know M. Grevy?" he demanded of Swann in
the stupid and incredulous tone of a constable on duty at the palace who, when a stranger
asks to see the President of the Republic … assures the poor lunatic that he will be
admitted at once, and directs him to the reception ward of the police infirmary.

"I know him slightly; we have some friends in common" (Swann dared not add that
one of these friends was the Prince of Wales). "Besides he is very free with his invitations,
and I assure you his luncheon-parties are not the least bit amusing …" he went on, trying
desperately to show off his relations with the President in a light not too dazzling for the
doctor’s eyes.

Whereupon Cottard, at once conforming in his mind to the literal interpretation of
what Swann was saying, decided that invitations from M. Grevy were very little sought
after, were sent out in fact, into the highways and byways.

Swann despises Cottard’s boorishness and rough provincial manners, but rising professional
fame ensures he remains part of the clan. He increasingly adopts a high handed manner to go
with his rising status and cover up his lowly origins:

He had every opportunity of rehearsing this new attitude before his patients who, seeing for the first
time … would have been greatly surprised to learn that he was not at all a rude man by nature. 

Cottard has high social ambitions, described at one point as: ‘like a mannikin in a bottle,
always trying to rise to the surface’. Eventually he becomes a respected professor of
medicine. And, ironically, it is Swann who falls from social favour when his scandalous
behaviour becomes a liability. 

Cottard is involved when the narrator suffers an attack of asthma.

"My suffocations having persisted long after any congestion remained that could account for
them, my parents brought in Professor Cottard. It is not enough that a physician who is called
in to treat cases of this sort should be learned. Confronted with symptoms which may be those
of three or four different complaints, it is in the long run his flair, his instinctive judgement, that
must decide with which, despite the more or less similar appearance of them all, he has to deal." 

Cottard implicitly has this skill in abundance. However, he is not considered a ‘rounded’
person. The narrator continues: 

"This mysterious gift does not imply any superiority in the other departments of the
intellect, and a person of the utmost vulgarity, who admires the worst pictures, the worst
music, who is without the slightest intellectual curiosity, may perfectly well possess it." 

The narrator’s parents initially ignore Cottard’s prescriptions. Eventually, when their son
worsens they reluctantly comply. Within a few days he is much improved. The narrator
comments: "we realised that this imbecile was a great physician". Cottard demonstrates how
the greatest medical mind may lack a certain social polish. He also reminds us not to take our
social standing for granted — does society affect to respect us just because it needs our skills?

For all his idiocy, Cottard does have something to say to all doctors who feel a yearning for
literature. He comments on a professional rival, another doctor who is visiting the same
seaside resort as himself, and taking away valuable business: 

"But he isn’t a doctor. He practises a sort of literary medicine, whimsical therapy, pure
charlatanism.” 

Dr Cottard is a fitting character to first identify ‘literary medicine’. Perhaps the first
professorial chair in the subject should bear his name.

Wayne Lewissi
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Portrait of Marcel Proust, 
c. 1891-2 by Jacques-Emile Blanche
(1861-1942). Musee d’Orsay, Paris,
France/Bridgeman Art Library,
London/Paris/New York.



Julian Tudor Hart will receive the
honorary degree of Doctor of Science at the
University of Glasgow on 16 June 1999 —
the first honorary degree awarded to a
general practitioner by a Scottish
University since the award to Sir James
Mackenzie by the University of Aberdeen in
1910.

Dr Julian Tudor Hart is well known as a
critic and advocate, but arguably his most
important challenge for general practitioners
is as an exemplar. In 1991, he published a
paper in the British Medical Journal
reporting the results of 25 years of case-
finding and audit in a socio-economically
deprived community.1 It is the only paper in
the general practice literature which records
what a general practitioner might achieve
over a lifetime in practice.

Comparing mortality rates in Glyncorrwg
with those in the neighbouring village of
Blaengwynfi, where similar clinical efforts
started later but which shared high levels
of unemployment and deprivation,
premature mortality was 28% lower in
Glyncorrwg. Most of the reduction in
mortality occurred in deaths from
cardiovascular and respiratory causes,
which had been the main targets for
clinical preventive work.2

Scientifically, this is a weak experimental
design and the estimate of the effect lacks
precision, but given the size of the effect it
is unlikely that the observation is an
artefact. There are several possible
explanations.

The first explanation is that evidence-based
medicine works, particularly when
preventive efforts are targeted and when
doctors work closely with nurses and
receptionists, keep high quality records, and
use audit to measure what they have
achieved. A 28% reduction in mortality rates
over 25 years approximates to an annual fall
of 1% per annum and is consistent with the
results of even the most disappointing risk
factor intervention trials. Greater reductions
in mortality may be expected in the future,
given the targeted use of cholesterol-
lowering drugs.

Dr Hart had extra resources to achieve these
results, but no more than those enjoyed by
current NHS-funded research practices. He
also began when records had to be
organized, updated, and used manually.
Significantly, the work was carried out in
one of the most socio-economically
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The example of Dr Julian Tudor Hart

deprived areas of South Wales with high
levels of need and demand.

It is sometimes suggested that there is
something different about Julian Tudor Hart,
the implication being that ordinary mortals
may be excused from following his example.
There are certainly aspects of his example that
are unusual and difficult to replicate. They
include the contribution of his wife and
partner, Mary Thomas, their shared
commitment to life and work in a single
community and their firm belief that medicine,
particularly in a National Health Service,
should be an instrument of social justice.

It is likely that their social commitment
brought clinical benefits, deriving from the
synergy that exists between a captive doctor
and population when they live together
surrounded by mountains, and clinical
problems are more easily seen in their family
and social context. In a population of similar
size in Edinburgh, 1433 people living in a
defined area were served by 147 doctors.3

The modern Tower of Babel is primary care
in such areas.

It is becoming unusual for general
practitioners to aspire to long-term
commitments to a single population. This
greater detachment could weaken the
effectiveness of general practice, particularly
if the benefits of clinical prevention depend
on long-term doctor–patient relationships
and accrue in a cumulative fashion similar to
the effect of compound interest.

The most remarkable aspect of Julian Tudor
Hart’s example is that it contradicts his own
inverse care law, by demonstrating that the
availability of good medical care does not
necessarily vary with the need for it in the
population served. A possible explanation
which builds on the strategic importance of
absolute levels of risk is that cardiovascular
risk reduction may be more effective in areas
affected by socio-economic deprivation. If
so, the GP contract should target resources
where greater outputs can be achieved.
Perversely, the recent history of primary care
development has seen new resources being
channelled to more affluent areas, where
people not only already live longer lives but
are increasing in their tendency to do so.

Julian Tudor Hart’s example provides
questions rather than answers, but the
questions are central to the futures of general
practitioners, general practice, and primary
care.

Graham Watt
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confront medical practice lead to a demand
for yet more knowledge. Publish and be
damned — research output continues
unstoppably on its exponential rise. But
what is being retrieved and assimilated?
Have we been seduced by an inappropriate
Kondriater Cycle that is able to synthesize
fool’s gold out of the base metal of dubious
medical publications? Interesting to note
that, despite the exponential rise in
published evidence, the percentage
population in the UK over the period
1975–1993 reporting chronic ill health has
increased from 24% to 32% and those
reporting acute ill health from 15%–19%.4

We await evidence of a relationship between
research volume and health stock. The
research process itself also has an
opportunity cost and, in many cases, may
yield greater benefit if diverted into health
care. 

For example, fundholding — the biggest
change in the NHS since its inception —
was introduced on the basis of an arbitrary
decision that emanated from a handful of
people in a smoke-filled room. More
recently, a major increase in the number of
doctors in the NHS has been announced.
While satisfying media hype, there is no
evidence that this expansion will improve
health. In fact, there is circumstantial
evidence that the reverse is possible. The
UK enjoys similar morbidity and mortality
to neighbouring France, but does so with
half the number of doctors.

The introduction of computer networks into
the NHS offers further confirmation.
Despite a history characterized by debacle, a
recent paper in the BMJ called for a
substantive and inevitable resource
allocation to develop a new NHSnet on the
basis of qualitative arguments and
theoretical considerations.5 Driven forward

LAW 2: The importance placed on
obtaining evidence is inversely pro-
portional to the impact that an
intervention will have on health care
delivery, the cost implications of that
intervention, and the distance of the
decision maker from the operator bearing
the cost.

Importance of evidence, Eimp =      1

K2IHCCr 

Where
K2 = a constant 
IHC = impact on health care delivery 
C = cost of intervention under study 
r = distance of decision maker 

from operator bearing cost
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Until fairly recently, medicine was more or
less straight forward. The physician had
limited therapeutic options, patients did as
they were told, and mortality was an
unequivocal outcome. But now medicine
has become health care — a confusing
amalgam of psychology, sociology,
physiology, anthropology, epidemiology,
education, management theory, and
economics. A paradigm shift was inevitable.

With the realization that there was little
sound evidence of benefit from many areas
of medicine, and against a background of
increasing demands on limited resources,
evidence-based medicine (EBM) has
evolved, seeking to track down and apply
the best available evidence to the delivery of
health care.1 But despite an emphasis on a
primary care-led health service, mis-
understanding remains among general
practitioners on how medicine based on
evidence can be applied to everyday
practice.2 On the basis of a retrospective
study, a series of four laws are proposed
which seek to illuminate the concept from
the perspective of primary care.

Since the development of the steam engine
in the late 1790s, economists have
recognized 50-year ‘Kondriater Cycles’
when critical technological innovation is
introduced with significant effect on social
and economic development. Information
technology drives the latest cycle. But,
whereas other enabling developments in
medicine, such as X-rays and antibiotics,
lead to rapid progress, the computer initially
presented medicine with a powerful solution
in search of a problem. The EBM movement
was quick to provide the answer.

Seduced by the rapid storage and data
retrieval facilities that only the microchip
could offer, the expansion of EBM has
mirrored closely the power of the
microcomputer. Each year, over a million
biomedical papers are published, and in
Britain alone 39 000 research projects have
been identified.3 Even traditional medical
education is found wanting as the new
directive espoused review articles and
textbooks demanding knowledge based on
life-long, self-directed learning.

Inevitably, the inherent uncertainties that

The Laws of Evidence-based Medicine
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‘Helping patients
cope with
uncertainty, and
not controlling it,
may be the
challenge of the
next decade, as we
seek honesty and
not truth ...’

LAW 1: The expansion of EBM increases
exponentially with the availability of
computer memory.

Expansion of EBM, Eexp = K1 × ep

Where 
K1 = a constant
p = computer memory/unit cost



tired themes. Cosy collusion? Cracks in the
defences do occur but are quickly papered
over. Analysis becomes more complex. Yet
more problems arise which, in turn, require
even greater academic pursuit, more
complex frameworks, more publications —
the ramparts strengthen, all is secure.

Outside the walls primary care troops
struggle in the trenches. Interpreting,
witnessing, struggling to grasp and organize
the world around them. Fed by abstracted
and decontextualized pseudo-truths. Will the
right ammunition ever come?

EBM reflects the view that methods of
science will transcend the psychological,
social, and cultural forces that have
previously shaped world views. But the
dualism of subject/object, mind/body that
this approach demands reflects the directives
of classical physics. Few have noticed the
development of modern physics that has
defined the fundamental limit of our ability
to describe systems and predict events — the
very act of interrogation incriminates the
state of the system under observation. The
basis of modern science was to be
uncertainty.

Hammond10 has described how, when we
make decisions, structured systems can be
examined using an analytical approach. But
as tasks become less organized, intuition
predominates, with decisions based on past
experience, future expectation, and complex
human inter-relationships. Qualitative
research has begun to identify the rich
heterogeneity of the narratives of both
patients and doctors, contrasting with the
logical and analytical side that values
precision and control.

In the complex non-linear system of primary
care, thermodynamics replaces mechanics,
chaos replaces probability, and Heisenberg
replaces Newton. Small changes can push
the patient into one of many attractors.
Economics, equity, and empowerment
compound the equation of state. Different
weight is attached to different types of
evidence. Different today from yesterday,
different tomorrow. With experience, GPs

LAW 4: The further you are from the
patient, the more enthusiasm you will have
for EBM .

Enthusiasm for EBM, Eenth = K4d3A

gt
Where
K4 = a constant
A = academic seniority
d = distance from patient
gt = time from graduation

on the unstoppable wave of information
technology, centrally directed and likely to
have significant implications for general
practitioners’ working practices and
personal financial resources, computer
networks in the NHS demonstrate all the
rules of the Second Law — the more
important the decision, the more tenuous the

evidence base.
Changes in medical practice have been
driven by an increasingly educated and
autonomous patient, leading to a new
perspective for the interpretation of research
findings. Lacking interpretive skills,
patients will rarely be exposed to the
original evidence and, along the pathway
from the origin of medical knowledge to the
end user, an attenuation occurs. As the
pathway lengthens, the impact of value
judgement and context increases.

Weed6 has called for an information
infrastructure targeted directly at patients.
Dowie7 has interpreted this call as a
computer facilitated decision tree analysis,
integrating estimates of probability and risk
into a framework where patients and doctors
can make joint decisions. But patients have
their own modes of cognition that will vary
as context changes, and decisions are often
affected by the way in which information is
presented rather than the context of the
message.8

Primary care physicians play out their roles
as inductors: modulating and attenuating,
balancing the validity of the evidence with
the unique needs of the individual where
probabilistic findings may not always be
relevant, and ensuring that resources are
distributed equally and equitably between
the conflicting demands of the patient and
society. But the pragmatic inductors are
opposed by powerful resistors.

Seedhouse9 has described the NHS as a
fortress whose walls are strengthened by
precedence, tradition, distorted theory,
vested interest, and power. Fortress EBM
provides powerful support. Academic
generals still hand down orders from their
ivory towers secure behind the bastions.
Journals collaborate, recycling the same

LAW 3: Along the pathway from origin of
medical knowledge to the empowered
patient, attenuation and resistance will occur.

Relevance to patient, Erel = Eorigin × I

R
Where
Eorigin = original evidence
I = inductances in circuit
R = resistors in circuit
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can facilitate beneficial change in this
shifting environment.

Conclusion
Exact solutions to resource allocations based
on evidence at any level in health do not
exist. The inputs into the clinical decision-
making process are complex and include the
equitable allocation of available resources,
evidence, past experience, personal
knowledge of the patient and his
environment, patient preference, future
anticipation of the doctor–patient
relationship, and potential utility gains for
the practitioner. In a non-linear system,
small changes in one of many areas can have
dramatic end results. Frameworks that
facilitate decisions in primary care will need
to reflect this complex environment.

Evidence-based evaluations are likely to
exert a greater impact on medical practice if
they are undertaken by the end user and
reflect the environmental constraints and
incentives that affect the adoption and
abandonment of medical practices. We need
tool-kits that are assessable and accessible to
end users. Pragmatic approaches that
encompass formal evidence, that reflect
uncertainty and ambiguity, that accept
inconsistency and trade-offs, that teach
doctors when they are using value
judgements and prejudices, that recognize
the therapeutic relationships of health
professionals, that frame problems rather
than solve them, and that produce
satisfactory rather than optimal solutions.
Helping patients cope with uncertainty and
not controlling it may be the challenge of the
next decade as we seek honesty and not
truth.

Pure outcomes research paradigms must be
replaced by health management paradigms.
The way that evidence is collected and
disseminated and the manner in which an
intervention is introduced should reflect the
relevant context of the targeted environment,
recognizing that there is no universal reality
but that all truths are contextually
determined. That in non-linear systems each
element is affected by the properties of
many other elements and that the
randomized controlled trial will eliminate
the very confounding factors on which
outcomes are based and decisions are made.
New laws are already needed but perhaps
practitioners, closer to the patient, already
know something about the subservience of
knowledge to wisdom that Cochrane did
not?

But until they evolve, our best approach may
be to ‘act wisely in the face of inevitable
uncertainty’.

David Kernick



This is the latest in the world famous
Oxford Handbook series and the first
edition concentrating specifically on
accident and emergency medicine (A&E).
The authors are highly respected A&E
practitioners who have also published
extensively.

The book is pocket sized and the text
covers a wide range of A&E presentations,
from major trauma to crying children.
Also included are sections on psychiatry;
ear, nose and throat; obstetrics and
gynaecology; and environmental
emergencies. The sections on poisoning
and infectious diseases are excellent, and
the orthopaedic section contains an
interesting list of eponymous fractures
that should generate some interesting
telephone calls to the orthopaedic team.

There are clear and concise descriptions of
many techniques, including suturing,
episiotomy, thoracotomy, and various
nerve blocks, with many descriptions
supplemented by diagrams. There are also
algorithms for cardiac arrest management,
arrhythmias, status epilepticus, and
pneumothorax, among many others.

The book is extremely readable; in fact, it
is the first book in a long time that I found
difficult to put down. The most impressive
thing about it is just how much is packed
into it. Having been trained using the
mighty text books, this pocket sized text
manages to cover all the important topics
with a no-nonsense approach. 

Who should buy it? Anyone involved in
emergency medicine, paramedics, nurses,
and doctors. The book is eminently
suitable for senior house officers in A&E
medicine, and I would also recommend it

to GPs, especially those distant from a
hospital. On the same note, I can see this
book slipping into rucksacks for
expeditions.

It is difficult to fault this book, if not
impossible. It is certain to become the
standard text for junior doctors in A&E
and, hopefully, for medical students. Quite
simply, it does not get any better than this.

The Minor Injuries Unit Handbook, for
even smaller pockets, addresses the
myriad of minor problems that patients
consider to be emergencies when they
present. These minor injuries might
constitute 75% to 80% of the GP’s
caseload as opposed to the more traumatic
— but thankfully less frequent — major
trauma and resuscitations. 

It is refreshing to read a text of this nature
without seeing a chapter beginning with
‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’. The book is in three sections
covering wound care, minor trauma,
medical conditions, and managerial
matters that might present. In total, some
90 clinical situations are tackled. Most
presentations are dealt with succinctly,
reflecting the authors’ depth of experience,
ability to teach, and in-depth knowledge
surrounding each topic. The use of
keypoints at the start of each section
highlights the clinical traps for the unwary
and dismisses some of the traditional
dogma. The text is extremely readable and
legible, and references have been kept to a
minimum so as not to distract from the
main theme of the text: to ensure the safe
management of patients presenting in the
GP’s surgery or minor injuries unit.

Sections dealing with facial palsy,
headache, and button cell battery ingestion
are particularly good. It was reassuring to
read of the authors’ pragmatism when
dealing with some of the presentations,
such as applying a thumb to one nostril
and giving the other nostril a good blow
for a foreign body in the nose, and the
reduction of a dislocated jaw by inducing
a gag with a tongue depressor.

This book is extremely useful to those for
whom it is intended, i.e. A&E senior house
officers, emergency nurse practitioners,
and GPs. I would recommend it to you
highly. Put it in your pocket and, when
you know its contents, buy one for a
friend.

John Scott
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The second edition of Trevor Silver’s
book has maintained the original’s high
standard, both in terms of content and easy
readability. It is subdivided into concise
and informative chapters dealing
comprehensively with most, if not all, of
the issues relating to joint injection in the
primary care setting and, in my opinion, it
should provide the stimulus for more of
these procedures to be provided within GP
surgeries. The initial chapters concentrate
on basic data relating to disease incidence,
practical points such as choice of steroid,
and relevant medicolegal issues. The book
is then divided into seven sections on an
anatomical basis. Each of these sections
logically and helpfully includes
paragraphs on functional anatomy and
common problems likely to be
encountered. The author then provides
simple but comprehensive advice on the
technical aspects of each injection with
line diagrams and photographs which
provide a real insight into the procedure.
There is little if any contentious content
within the book although it is important to
state that, in cases of partial tear of the
Achilles tendon, standing on tiptoe may
well be possible. 

Trevor Silver has produced an updated
edition of an already well respected book
which should not just be in all practice
libraries but should be read and reread by
all informed family doctors.

Ian Richards

Tom Kirkwood, a most unusual academic,
is the UK’s finest professor of biological
gerontology. His book is a disarmingly
enthusiastic survey of his 25 years’
research into the biological aspects of
ageing, particularly at cell and molecular
level. The text, packed with ideas,
theories, and experiments, is exciting but
occasionally difficult — particularly for
one such as myself, a non-scientist with a
scientific training.

He explores concepts of ageing and
immortality, concluding that ageing is
really the end result of cell trauma; this is
the basis of his ‘disposable soma theory’.
Somatic cells age because of the
accumulation of errors in cell production
and accumulated tissue damage, together
with their displacement from the
competition for energy by germ cells, the
latter conforming to the Imperative of
Reproduction. Natural selection may also
possibly have a role in ageing when its
preservative action fails in the face of
tissue damage in later life. Somatic cells,
of course, die with the organism; germ
cells are effectively immortal, as are
tumour cells.

Kirkwood is fascinated by the system of
checks and balances, both intra- and
extracellular, which serve to contain cell
activity and protect against the perverted
growth of neoplasia. He postulates a cell
maintenance system, active in germ cells
but switched off in somatic cells, only to
be reactivated in those cells, if and when
they become neoplastic. Ageing and
neoplasia are brought together, with cell
damage cited as a common cause. The
detailed discussion of cell division
emphasizes the limitation in the number
of divisions that cells may go through.
Age may be a limiting factor but there
may be a protective genetic mechanism
against the limitless divisions of
neoplasia. Natural selection may also be
involved as a factor benefiting the rogue
mutant cell which becomes neoplastic,
giving it the advantage of unlimited
growth. Thus, natural selection, which
made us, may become that which will
destroy us.

These are just a few of the ideas that
Kirkwood discusses; however, with all the
science, there is throughout the book a
deep concern for the elderly. Their status
(based on age and experience) within the
family, that once accorded them the
security of respect and care, has been lost
with the break-up of the extended family.
We as GPs are all too familiar with the
consequences —elderly people living in
isolation, perhaps retreating into a single
room of what was the family home, with
family visits becoming less frequent
because of other responsibilities, and the
ageing process gathering apace. Kirkwood
looks at the demographic shift, facilitated
by medical advances, that has favoured
the elderly, and emphasizes that this is not

society’s burden but its benefit, for here is
an ever increasing resource of skills,
knowledge, and history. This great shift
must prompt an awareness of our own
future for, as we sow, so shall we reap.
Our attitudes to the elderly, together with
the system of healthcare we establish for
them, will determine what we in our turn
will inherit. We cannot allow socio-
intellectual devastation on grounds of age,
and neither should we allow fatalistic
acceptance of the discomforts and
limitations of ageing without making all
reasonable efforts to alleviate and
improve, even if absolute care is not
possible. I suspect that, even with all the
intellectual excitement of his research, it
is this aspect of Kirkwood’s thinking
which will have a stronger appeal for
many of us.

Forget, though, the catchpenny subtitle on
the dust jacket; this is no chronicle of the
search for the Elixir of Life. As medicine
seeks to prolong life, so does life itself
become the elixir, and its quality is all
important. Kirkwood sums this up with
the aphorism: ‘Let life be added to years
— rather than years be added to life’.

Michael Lasserson

General practitioners suffer higher levels
of stress and depression than those in
most other occupations and would
probably welcome help with managing
and containing stress. 

This manual, produced by an academic
GP and a community psychiatric nurse,
offers GPs a workbook for identifying and
managing stress as individuals and as
members of a practice team. The book
comprises three sections: an overview of
stress at work, an interactive individual
self-completion programme, and group
exercises for practice teams. The authors
have minimized the reading by producing
half page summaries of aspects of stress
and stress management. These are
accompanied by a brief exercise and a
thought for the day, illustrated with an
amusing cartoon. ➫

Joint and Soft Tissue Injection
Trevor Silver
Radcliffe, Oxford, 1998
HB 104pp £22.50 (1 85775 341 0)

The Time of Our Lives: The Science of
Human Ageing
Tom Kirkwood
Weidenfield & Nicholson, January 1999
HB, 277pp, £20.00, 0 297 84247 1

What Stress in Primary Care!
The once in a lifetime programme that
will help you control stress in your
practice
Ruth Chambers and Martin Davies
PB, 187pp, £19.99 (members £18.00)



The strengths of the manual are its user-
friendliness, its interactive homework
style, its attempts to minimize time
consumption among busy practitioners,
and its focus on the practice as a group
as well as the individual. 

The weaknesses are twofold. First, the
jokey approach and short exercises may
only skim the surface of deep-seated
problems and, given the superficial
level, the promise of a ‘once in a lifetime
programme to control stress’ seems a
little over ambitious.

Secondly, the manual only really tackles
one of the two distinct aspects of stress:
the internal response to external
demands, or appraisal and coping.1 The
other aspect of stress as an external set of
demands, or stressors,2 is ignored. In
general practice the external demands
come mainly from limitations of and
changes to the structure of the NHS and
the healthcare system, and from systemic
and dynamic aspects of general practice
teams. Stress needs to be recognized and
dealt with at both levels. This manual is
guilty of minimizing the former. The
structuring of the programme, with 16
weeks spent examining the individual’s
stress response, before investigating the
phenomenon at a practice team level, and
failing to include stress factors inherent
in the NHS system, minimizes the
importance of interactional and external
sources of stress. The danger of this
omission is that individuals completing
the manual will feel that both the cause
and the resolution of the stress problem is
their responsibility, and any failure to
deal with stress is theirs alone. As long as
this weakness in the book is recognized
by its users it may still provide a useful
role in helping individuals and teams to
improve their stress appraisal and
coping. I would be tempted to use the
book in reverse, starting with the team
exercises in Section 3, before moving
onto the individual appraisal of stress,
and would also encourage practice teams
not to ignore the role of the external
stressors acting upon them.
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‘The menu said hamburger but the pyjamas
were striped.’ Most of us would have no
difficulty in diagnosing psychiatric illness
if that little gem came up in the
consultation. However, recognition of
mental illness, and depression in particular,
is not always easy. This excellent little
book starts with a very useful overview of
the demographics of depression and the
clues that can help us to ask the right
questions to uncover it. Listening to the
answers is of course another essential skill!
The iceberg theory of depression is well
known but it is good to be reminded of it. 

There is a brief diversion off into the
exotica of DSM-IV and ICD-10 which can
be classed as useful background knowledge
but of little relevance to the jobbing seven-
and-a-half minute GP. Fortunately, we are
spared reiteration of all the different rating
scales which can only ever be useful to
those engaged in research. 

But by and large the authors’ feet remain
firmly planted within day-to-day practice.
The familiar is all here, and there is useful
revision. I was reminded that neurotic
depression is not generally regarded as a
disease entity but is thought to be
continuously distributed in the population
like hypertension. Moreover the text is up-
to-date, reviewing newer drugs like
NASSAs, NARIs, and other trendy
acronyms, and that splendid modern
innovation, the suicide note by e-mail. There
is a very good section at the back covering
patient information and self-help material.

The longest (perhaps excessively long)
chapter in the book covers the
psychological treatments. The basic facts
about cognitive therapy are useful but most
of us might refer to another agency to
actually carry out the treatment. Some
polysyllabic phrases went rather over my
head, but I did like the sound of ‘pleasant
event scheduling.’

If one is forced to carp, more than three
case histories would have been welcome.
Contextual learning is always easier.

Overall, I was very impressed by this slim
volume, a genuinely useful text.

Max Inwood
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In this month’s Journal you will have
received a flyer for the College’s
International Development Programme
(IDP) (go on —retrieve it from the bin and
have a good look at it). What, you might
wonder, has this got to do with me, a simple
jobbing GP trying to earn an honest crust?
Read on!

The College has a clear interest in the
development of general practice, whether in
this country or overseas and, through its
International Committee, has been working
since 1985 on development in an
international context. There has been a
significant increase in demand for co-
operation and collaboration in recent years
and, in an effort to respond to that demand,
in 1998 the College established an
International Development Unit, with
increased medical and staff resources. 

We are exploring possible projects in places
as diverse as Argentina, Kazakhstan, Ghana,
Kenya, and Cyprus. This is where YOU
come in — you, the Member or Fellow of
the College — because we need people like
you to actually go out and provide the
technical assistance required. Let me try to
answer some of your immediate questions:

Time — we need consultants for anything
between one week and one year. We accept
that many people may only have a limited
amount of time to offer, but we will try to
work within that limitation to provide the
right team for the right task.

Skills needed— many overseas countries do
not require complex development plans;

what they need is sound common sense,
mixed with good humour and diplomatic
skills, to help them to help themselves.
Many of you will be trainers and will have
very particular skills in teaching and
learning. Others will have skills relating to
curriculum development, course organ-
ization, and assessment or research, all of
which we can use.

Experience — a surprising number of
members do have overseas experience, but
even if you do not we would aim to
construct teams to take account of differing
levels of experience and expertise.

And so what, ultimately, is in it for you?
Well, quite apart from the knowledge that
you have contributed in some way to help
fellow professionals in general practice, I
know of almost no-one who has come back
from working overseas without learning a
very great deal themselves. You will be paid
a fee, a daily allowance while overseas, and
your travel costs. We are particularly keen to
hear from recently retired members —many
of you will have taken early retirement but
have exactly the skills and experience we
need and, much more important, now have
the time as well.

Interested? I hope so. Need more
information? Then fill out the reply slip on
the flyer and we will happily send you some.
And don’t worry if you have lost the flyer —
just drop a line to Sarah Young, the
International Manager at the College
(syoung@rcgp.org.uk).

Garth Manning

RCGP International Development Programme

Nutrition, Alzheimer’s Disease and health promotion

In Europe, three million people suffer from Alzheimer’s Disease. Research has shown
that many of these patients suffer significant weight loss, which can occur in the initial
stages of the illness. 

As a result of a collaborative pan-European project studying weight loss in patients with
Alzheimer’s Disease, a Programme has been developed by University Hospital Toulouse
as part of the European Union health promotion programme. It aims to provide
physicians with more information on the nutritional problems associated with the illness.

The British Geriatrics Society is participating in the project by distributing the English
version of the practical guide, which is aimed at aiding health professionals in the
detection, prevention and treatment of weight loss observed in Alzheimer’s sufferers.
The guide provides information on the reasons for and consequences of weight loss, and
alerts health professionals to the considerable weight problems that stress on families
and principle carers can also create. In addition to the guide, a nutritional calendar is
available. This is intended to help patients and their families monitor nutritional status at
home; it gives advice on diet, makes recommendations for measuring weight loss, has a
place to record the telephone number of professional staff who can help them if weight
loss becomes significant or loss of appetite occurs, and stresses the importance of
exercise. 

If you are interested in receiving the practical guide and nutritional calendar, please
contact the British Geriatrics Society at 1 St Andrew’s Place, Regent’s Park, London
NW1 4LB; tel 0171 935 4004; fax 0171 224 0454; e-mail: Info@bgs.org.uk
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Neville Goodman

Human cloning, yes; cannibalism, no. Arch-
Darwinist and ultra-rationalist Richard
Dawkins proposed this in a New Statesman
interview, prompting a letter pointing out
that Dawkins’ objection to cannabalism was
no more ‘rational’ than objections to
cloning. Ethics cannot be reduced to pure
logic. 

Nor is how or whether people get on with
one another a matter of pure logic. Which is
not what anyone would think these days
when reading the latest ideas on how to
appoint doctors. 

Sensitive to Equal Opportunities
employment law and aggrieved litigious
applicants, appointing doctors is becoming
formalized and standardized: person
specifications, structured references, visits
to departments governed by a strictly
regulated schedule. Underlying all this is the
acceptance in law that it is wrong to decide,
‘We’re not having her; she’s black.’

As with many systems based on an excellent
principle, the ramifications make for
absurdity. Suspicion arises everywhere that
subjectivity creeps in. We are all petrified by
bias. The logical extension is to remove
subjectivity completely: appoint doctors by
computer score. But even if someone were
to show this was just as good (or as bad) as
what we do now, would we want it? I
suspect not, even though it would save the
NHS a pile of money in travelling expenses.
Bias is the nature of human relations, and
appointing a new doctor is not just about
medical knowledge. It is not simply about
spurious points gathered from writing papers
and going on courses and collecting
diplomas. It is about the intangible.

That is not to condemn all the recent
changes in appointment practice.
Shortlisting should be open, and applicants
should know the criteria. Shortlisting
applicants who fail those criteria in favour of
those who pass them is asking for trouble,
and quite right too. Asking all interviewed
candidates the same questions is the only
way to compare them. 

But in the end, the appointed doctor is going
to work in that practice or in that
department, perhaps with the same
colleagues, for 20 years or more. I’m sorry:
appointing cannot be done objectively and it
is a sham to pretend that it can, a sham that
will cause much trouble. Disappointment
and failure are part of life, and rejected
applicants will have to accept that they were
just not wanted.

Of course this throws up difficulties; that
also is part of human relations. We might not
ask a group of doctors to appoint someone
with whom none of them get on: but what if
that is purely because she’s black?

Nev.W.Goodman@bris.ac.uk
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Evidence and evidence
I first heard about the existence of a balloon device for ventilating Eustachian tubes when my
partner recommended it for a four-year-old girl in the practice. Her mother told me about it
with enormous enthusiasm — immediately after using it for the first time the little girl made
a dramatic startled reaction and told them all to stop shouting and to turn the television down.

Having been frustrated by the lack of effective remedies for middle ear catarrh, a common
and far-from-trivial symptom, which I have had myself on more than one occasion, I was
impressed by what seemed an eminently sensible idea. As chance would have it, another
patient appeared with the same condition, equally refractory to the conventional approaches,
within 24 hours, and I was delighted to be able to make a new, positive suggestion. I made a
couple of quick telephone calls to local chemists, found a source and a price, and moments
later they were off to try it. No waiting 12 months for the 70-page PCG protocol for me!

The BMJ of 1 May had a paper on this same subject which many GPs will have spotted as
potentially of great importance. It was a meta-analysis of all the available evidence for the
effectiveness of these auto-inflation devices. The authors had entered appropriate keywords
into a search engine and obtained a list of 35 studies for analysis. Their conclusion was simple
— the studies did not produce consistent and reliable conclusions and therefore the devices
could not be recommended for use in practice.

I wrote to the editor of the eBMJ, using the convenient ‘Make a comment on this paper’
button (which I recommend: I find they accept almost anything), describing these two
contrasting pieces of ‘evidence’ — the little girl, and the big meta-analysis — and asking for
guesses as to which of them I had found the more compelling.

I don’t want to sound too Sir Galahad-ish about all this but it does take quite a lot of courage
to say this sort of thing these days. But it is getting easier, and you get more confident as you
get older, so I had a go.

Previous generations would have been incredulous that first-hand experience and
independent judgement could ever come to be put on the defensive to the extent they have
today. But I have absolutely no doubt that there are EBM zealots aplenty ready to say that my
observation of a single response was of no validity whatsoever as a basis for clinical action.
They probably think I am at risk of being sued. Or being branded a rotten apple and sent for
retraining. Well, the battle lines are drawn because I don’t think the meta-analysis referred to
has any validity whatsoever as a basis for clinical action either. It seems embarrassingly
simple to point out in a scientific journal, even in its back pages, that the people whose
hearing improved and those whose hearing didn’t probably cancelled each other out in the
combined analysis. My first-hand observation of a single case, on the other hand, has all the
clarity and unambiguity of a single-case study of the effects of jumping in front of a train.

In addition it has the advantage to me of being first-hand experience and therefore crucially
different from anecdote. I spell this out in case anyone should think I am suggesting that other
people should change their practice on the basis of the personal experience I have described
— which, of course, from their point of view, is subject to a reporting bias of extreme degree.

What I am suggesting is that responsible, independent clinical judgement based on personal
experience and understanding is to the formal structure of EBM as adaptable little mammals
were to the dinosaurs they replaced. One of the important new insights into what is so
objectionable about the new way of doing things (as opposed to its all-too-obvious strengths)
is that far from promoting change, as is so persistently claimed, the new standardization
actually profoundly inhibits change at the personal level.

This meta-analysis of auto-inflation devices is a good example; it is a useful call for further
work, perhaps, but its nihilist conclusion is arrogant and unhelpful to the point of absurdity.
We got stuck for 150 million years with the dinosaurs, we must not let it happen again.


